Abstract. Filtering algorithms for table constraints are constraint-based, which means that the propagation queue only contains information on the constraints that must be reconsidered. This paper proposes four efficient value-based algorithms for table constraints, meaning that the propagation queue also contains information on the removed values. One of these algorithms (AC5TC-Tr) is proved to have an optimal time complexity of O(r.t + r.d) per table constraint. Experimental results show that, on structured instances, all our algorithms are two or three times faster than the state of the art STR2+ and MDD c algorithms.
Introduction
Domain-consistency algorithms are usually classified as constraint-based (i.e., the propagation queue only contains information on the constraints that must be reconsidered) or value-based (i.e., removed values are also stored in the propagation queue). For table constraints, which have been the focus of much research in recent years, all existing algorithms (except in [14] ) are constraint-based. This paper proposes four original value-based algorithms for table constraints, which are all instances of the AC5 generic algorithm. The proposed propagators maintain, for every value of the variables, the index of its first current support in the table. They also use, for each variable of a tuple, the index of the next tuple sharing the same value for this variable. The algorithms differ in their use of information on the validity of the tuples. Three of the proposed algorithms have a time complexity of O(r 2 · t + r · d) per table constraint and one of them (AC5TC-Tr) has the optimal time complexity of O(r · t + r · d), where r is the arity of the table, d the size of the largest domain and t the number of tuples in the table. One of the proposed algorithms, AC5TC-Recomp, is the (unpublished) propagator of the Comet system.
Experimental results show that, on structured instances, our algorithms improve upon the state-of-the-art STR2+ [11] and MDD c [3] : The speedup is between 1.95 and 3.66 over STR2+ and between 1.83 and 4.57 over MDD c . Our (theoretically) optimal algorithm is not always the fastest in practice. Interestingly, on purely random tables, our algorithms do not compete with STR2+ and MDD c . Since most real problems are structured, we expect our algorithms to be an interesting contribution to the field. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background information and related work. Section 3 describes the first two table-constraint propagators. Section 4 presents our optimal propagator, while Section 5 proposes an efficient variant of our first algorithms. Section 6 describes the experimental results.
Background
A CSP (X, D(X), C) is composed of a set of n variables X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, a set of domains D(X) = {D(x 1 ), . . . , D(x n )} where D(x) is the set of possible values for variable x, and a set of constraints C = {c 1 , . . . , c e }, with Vars(c i ) ⊆ X (1 ≤ i ≤ e). We let d = max 1≤i≤n (#D( A constraint c in a
is domain-consistent iff all its constraints are domain-consistent. [10, 1, 12, 6] . For each variable value pair (x, a), the index data structure has an array of the indexes of the tuples with value a for x. The space complexity of the data structure is O(r·t). The time complexity of GAC3_allowed is O(r
GAC2001_allowed has a time complexity of O(r 3 · d · t + r 2 · t) per table constraint. Indexing can also be used in value-based propagators. In [14] , the authors propose a value-based propagator for table constraints implementing GAC6. It uses a structure which indexes, for each variable value pair (x, a) and each tuple, the next tuple in the table with value a for x. The space complexity of the data structure is O(r · d · t). This space usage can be reduced by using a data structure called hologram [13] . Another index type, proposed in [7] , indexes, for each tuple and variable, the next tuple having a different value for the variable.
Compression-based propagators compress the table in a form that allows a fast traversal. One of such compressed forms uses a trie for each variable [7] . Another example of compression-based techniques [3, 2] uses a Multi Valued Decision Diagram (MDD) to represent the table more efficiently. During propagation, the tries or MDD are traversed using the current domains to perform the pruning. These algorithms are constraintbased and have a time complexity of O(r 2 · d · t) per table constraint. Compression and faster traversal can also be achieved by using compressed tuples, which represent a set of tuples [8, 16] . Propagators based on dynamic tables maintain the table by suppressing invalid tuples from it. The STR algorithm [18] and its refined version, STR2 [11] , are constraint-based and scan only the previously valid tuples to extract the valid values. The time complexity of STR2 is O(r The AC5 Algorithm. AC5 [19, 4] is a generic value-based domain-consistency algorithm. In a value-based approach, information on the removed values is also stored in the queue for the propagation. Specification 1 describes the main methods of AC5 which uses a queue Q of triplets (c, x, a) stating that the domain consistency of constraint c should be reconsidered because value a has been removed from D(x). When a value is removed from a domain, the method enqueue puts the necessary information on the queue. In the postcondition, Q o represents the value of Q at call time. The method post(c, ) is called once when posting the constraint. It computes the inconsistent values of the constraint c and initializes specific data structures required for the propagation of the constraint. As long as (c, x, a) is in the queue, it is algorithmically desirable to consider that value a is still in D(x) from the perspective of constraint c. This is captured by the following definition. 3 Efficient Value-Based Algorithms for Table Constraints Our value-based approaches use a data structure FS memorizing first supports. Intuitively FS[x, a] is the index of the first Q-valid support of the variable value pair (x, a).
To speed up the table traversal, our algorithms use a second data structure called next that links all the elements of the table sharing the same value for a given variable. The next data structure is semantically equivalent to the index of [12] . More formally, for a given table constraint c, FS and next satisfy the following invariant (called FS-invariant) before dequeuing an element from Q.
The next data structure, illustrated in Figure 1 , is static as it does not depend on the domain of the variables. However, FS must be trailed during the search. Methods postTC and valRemoveTC are given in Algorithms 1 and 2. They use the seekNextSupportTC method (Algorithm 3) which searches the next Q-valid tuple. Abstract method isQValidTC(c,i) tests whether σ c,i is Q-valid (i.e., σ c,i ∈ D(X, Q, c)) and can be implemented in many ways. One simple way is to record the Qvalidity of tuples in some data structure, initialized in method initSpecStructTC and updated in method setQInvalidTC. Not considering initSpecStructTC, method postTC has a time complexity of O(rt + rd). After the postTC method, the domain size of x is O(t). We now establish the complexity of all executions of valRemoveTC for a given table constraint, Table Constraints assuming this table constraint is one of the constraints of the CSP on which domain consistency is achieved. Consider first all executions of valRemoveTC without line 13. For a given variable y, these executions follow the different next chains of the variable y. The chains for all values of y have a total number of t elements. The complexity of lines 9-16 (without line 13) is O(r). Since the table has r variables, the complexity of all valRemoveTC executions during the fixed point (without line 13) is thus O(r 2 · t), assuming a O(1) complexity of setQInvalidTC. Consider now all executions of line 13 in valRemoveTC for a variable x. Since line 13 always increases the value of F S[x, a] in the next chain of (x, a), we have a global complexity of O(V · t) for the variable x, where V is the time complexity of isQValidTC. All executions of line 13 in valRemoveTC thus take time O(V · r · t). The time complexity of all executions of valRemoveTC is then O(r 2 · t + V · r · t). Even with a O(1) the time complexity of isQValidTC, the algorithm is not optimal but it turns out to be more efficient than state-of-the-art algorithms on different classes of problems. The AC5 algorithm with the postTC and valRemoveTC implementation for table constraint is called AC5TC (AC5 for Table Constraints) . Proposition 1. Assuming that initSpecStructTC and setQInvalidTC have a time complexity of O(r · t + r · d) and O(1) respectively and allow a correct implementation of isQValidTC to have a complexity of O(r), then AC5TC is correct and has a time complexity of O(r 2 · t + r · d) per table constraint.
We now present two implementations of AC5TC. They differ in the implementations of methods isQValidTC, setQInvalidTC and initSpecStructTC. AC5TC-Bool, the first implementation of AC5TC, is shown in Algorithm 4. It uses a data structure isQValid[i] to record the Q-validity of the element σ c,i . It satisfies invariant Table Constraints . isQValid[i] ⇔ σ c,i ∈ D(X, Q, c) before dequeuing an element from Q (1 ≤ i ≤ c.length). The data structure must be trailed as it depends on the domains. The methods for Q-validity are given in Algorithm 4. As the methods isQValidTC-Bool is correct, AC5TC-Bool is correct. The time complexity of isQValidTC-Bool and setQInvalidTC-Bool is O(1) and initSpecStructTC-Bool is O(t). The time complexity of AC5TC-Bool is then O(r 2 · t + r · d) per table constraint.
AC5TC-Bool must trail the isQValid boolean array. We now propose an implementation that only trails one integer, building upon an idea in STR and STR2 [18, 11] . The implementation simply keeps invalid elements at the end of the table, with a single variable size representing the boundary between valid (before position size) and invalid elements (after position size). When an element becomes invalid, it is swapped with the element at position size and size is decremented by one. The size variable must be trailed but the table does not need to: The valid elements are automatically restored, albeit at a different position in the table. This is sometimes called semantic backtracking [20] . Instead of swapping tuples, our implementation uses two arrays 
An Optimal Algorithm
In method valRemoveTC, executions of the seekNextSupportTC (line 12 of Algorithm 2) take O(r · t) assuming isQValidTC takes constant time. However, the method revisits Q-invalid tuples because the next data structure is static. To remedy this situation, the idea is to make the next data structure dynamic and to always ensure that the element following a Q-valid element in a next chain is also Q-valid. This avoids unnecessary Q-validity checks and can be easily implemented using a doubly-linked list. More formally, for a given table constraint c, the data structure satisfies the following invariant before dequeuing an element from Q ∀x ∈ Vars(c) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ c.length :
The nextTr and predTr data structures should be trailed as they depend on the current domains. The algorithm also uses the F S data structure with its original invariant. No other data structures are necessary.
Methods postTC-Tr and valRemoveTC-Tr are given in Algorithms 6 and 7. Method postTC-Tr now initializes predTr as well. Method valRemoveTC-Tr(c, y, b) does not need to search for a support as the next element in the nextTr chain is necessarily Q-valid. However, if the first support for (x, a) is before FS[y, b] (it cannot be after because of the FS invariant), nextTr and predTr must be updated to ensure that the new invalid tuples are no longer in the next chains. It will thus never be visited twice. Method valRemoveTC-Tr computes the set 1 and maintains the invariants on F S and on nextT r / predT r.
Method postTC-Tr has a time complexity of O(r · t + r · d). We establish the complexity of all executions of valRemoveTC-Tr for a given table constraint during the fixed point algorithm, assuming the presence of other constraints on which domain consistency is also enforced. We first show that all executions of lines 7 and 21 lead to 
A Variation Based on Recomputation
We now propose a variation of the AC5TC algorithm, called AC5TC-Recomp, that does not require any data structure to maintain the Q-validity of tuples. AC5TC-Recomp is the (unpublished) table constraint algorithm of the Comet system. It replaces the Qvalidity test by a function isValidTC that tests the validity of the tuples. The straightforward implementation of the isValid function is given in Algorithm 8. Method initSpecStructTC and setQInvalidTC are just empty. Since AC5TC-Recomp tests validity instead of Q-validity, method valRemoveTC must be slightly modified; the test a ∈ D(x) should be moved from line 14 to line 10 which becomes Table Constraints This modified version of valRemoveTC exploits the flexibility of its specification by computing a set between 1 and 2 . AC5TC-Recomp has a runtime complexity of is O(r 2 · t + r · d) and per table constraint and improves state-of-the-art algorithms on some classes of problems.
Experimental Results
All proposed algorithms have been implemented on top of Comet, including AC5TC-Recomp. For comparison, classical constraint-based algorithms have also been implemented on top of Comet. The GAC3-Allowed algorithm has been chosen because it is the standard GAC3 algorithm for the table constraints [10] . The two state-of-the-art methods were also reimplemented: The STR2+ algorithm from [11] and the MDD c algorithm from [3] . They are respectively called STR and MDD in the experimental results. All experiments were conducted on an Intel Xeon 2.53GHz using Comet 2.1.1. The algorithms are compared within a MAC search. This section presents results on fully random instances, on the geometric problem, on Langford problem, and on the Traveling Salesman Problem.
For each instance set, the experimental results report the mean execution times in seconds (totTime), the mean "posting" times in seconds (postT), the number of propagator calls (nProp), the percentage to the best with respect to execution time (%best), the mean of percentage to the best algorithm in terms of execution time (µ%best), the num- ber of validity checks (valChk), Q-validity checks (QvalChk), and the number of pointers followed (pFollow). The difference between the %best and µ%best is the following: for %best, the execution times are averaged before computing the quantity. There is thus one best algorithm. For µ%best, the percentages are computed instance by instance and aggregated with a geometrical mean at the end. This measure takes into account that different instances may have different best algorithms. The µ%best measure uses a geometrical mean as suggested in [5] . The last reported quantity, pFollow, has different meanings for different algorithms. For GAC3-Allowed, it corresponds to the number of times the tuples are accessed. For the AC5TC algorithms, it is defined as the number of times the next or nextTr structures are used to traverse the table. For MDD, it corresponds to the number of edges followed in the MDD structure. Although referring to different quantities, pFollow is useful for comparing the behavior of the propagators as it reflects the usage of their specific structures.
Random Instances These instances contain random table constraints of random scope generated by the RD-model [22] . Parameters are chosen to generate instances close to the phase transition, using Theorems 1 and 2 from [22] . The instances have 10 variables, a uniform domain size of 10, and 15 table constraints of arity 5. The expected number of tuples in each table is thus 20000. 10 instances were generated with those settings. The search strategy is the dom heuristic with lexicographic value ordering. Table 1 : Results of the propagators on fully random instance set (times in seconds) Table 1 summarizes the results, which remain similar for other parameter settings.
The standard STR2 and MDD algorithms outperform our value-based propagators. Observe the large number of validity checks of AC5TC-Recomp and Q-validity checks of AC5TC-Bool and AC5TC-CutOff, as well as the number of times they follow a pointer. AC5TC-Tr, the best value-based propagator, follows far less pointers than our other propagators because it does not follow pointers to a previously inspected tuple. Due to the lack of structure of the constraint set, the first three AC5TC propagators check multiple times the same tuples. Also, those random instances have large tables, which makes the cost of the trailable nextTr structure in AC5TC-Tr too high.
The Geometric Problem Instances of the geometric problem are random instances generated following a specific structure proposed by Rick Wallace [21] . Each variable is randomly placed in the unit square. A fixed distance (less than √ 2) is randomly chosen. For each pair of variables (x, y), if the distance between their associated points is less than or equal to this fixed distance, the arc (x, y) is added to the constraint graph. Constraint relations are then created like in fully random CSP instances. We use the instance set from [9] which counts 100 instances. The search strategy uses the heuristic dom/deg with lexicographic value ordering. A timeout of 5 minutes has been used. The quantity %solv gives the percentage of solved instances. Table 2 presents the experimental results. The quantities are computed on instances for which none of the techniques timeout. All our propagators outperform the state-of-theart STR and MDD. AC5TC-Tr and AC5TC-Recomp are also better than the classical AC3-Allowed. AC5TC-Recomp is the fastest on these instances. which are relatively easy and contain only binary tables. Checking the validity (not costly for binary tables) allows AC5TC-Recomp to follow less pointers than AC5TC-Bool and AC5TC-CutOff by performing longer jumps in the table. The cost of the data structures in AC5TC-Tr is too expensive and outweights its benefits. The large difference between %best and µ%best for AC5TC-Tr is due to the easiest instances, where the propagator is even more disadvantaged due to the cost of its data structures. AC5TC-Recomp also performs less validity checks than STR2 and the number of pointers followed by our propagators are less than those of MDD.
Langford Number Problem Langford number problem L(k, n) amounts to arranging k sets of numbers 1 to n into a sequence of numbers, so that each occurrence of a number m is m numbers apart from its previous occurrence. Those problems are modeled with binary (positive) table constraints only. The search strategy used is dom/deg with lexicographic value ordering. Problems where all the propagators take more than 5 minutes are removed from the sets. For k = 2, 12 instances are used: n ∈ {5..12, 15, 16, 19, 20}, for k = 3, 8 instances: n ∈ {3..10} and for k = 4, 9 instances: n ∈ {3..11}. The results for k of 2, 3 and 4 can respectively be found in Table 3 .
propagator totTime postT nProp %best µ%best valChk QvalChk pFollow Except for AC5TC-Bool on the k = 4 set of instances, all our propagators improve the state-of-the-art STR and MDD. AC5TC-Tr and AC5TC-Recomp are also better than the classical AC3-Allowed. AC5TC-Tr is the fastest propagator for k = 2 and AC5TC-Recomp is the fastest on the other instance sets. Observe that the number of followed pointers is globally higher for the first instance set (k = 2), due to inclusion of instances with larger n. The number of calls to the propagators during the search is also higher for the k = 2 set. This suggests that AC5TC-Tr requires harder instances (found in the k = 2 set) for amortizing the cost of its data structures. For the last two sets, AC5TC-Tr is the second fastest propagator in terms of mean solving time. AC5TC-Tr is closer to AC5TC-Recomp on the k = 4 instance set. The k = 4 instance set includes an instance for which n = 11 (for k = 3: n ≤ 10). Here again, the large difference between %best and µ%best for AC5TC-Tr can be attributed to the easiest instances.
Traveling Salesman Problems We conclude with results of the propagators on the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) constraint satisfaction instances. We used the set of instances tsp-20 and tsp-25 [9] . Those structured instances are composed of very different AC5TC-Tr is faster on the tsp-25 ones. The latter instances are more difficult. We can also see that checking the validity instead of the Q-validity allows AC5TC-Recomp to follow less pointers and perform fewer validity checks than the Q-validity checks of AC5TC-Bool and AC5TC-CutOff. Moreover, on these instances, the small arity makes the validity check (O(r)) cheap compared to Q-validity. Again, on those instances, the light-weight trailable structures of AC5TC-CutOff make it faster than AC5TC-Bool.
When we merge binary tables in tsp-20 instances into higher arity tables, we observed that AC5TC-Tr, our optimal algorithm, solves more instances than STR2, and with a smaller total execution time on the instances solved by both solvers. MDD does not compete on these instances. On simple instances, STR2 is more efficient than AC5TC-Recomp which is also more efficient than AC5TC-Tr. However, on hard instances, the optimality of AC5TC-Tr pays off and it becomes the best algorithm.
Summary We conclude that, for the fully random instances, the lack of structure in the tables prevents our propagators from competing with state-of-the-art algorithms. However, for structured instances, our propagators are faster. Globally, AC5TC-Bool and AC5TC-CutOff are slower than AC5TC-Recomp since they are testing Q-validity, not validity, and hence they perform smaller jumps in the table. Moreover, maintaining their data structures is costly. Only the optimal AC5TC-Tr outperforms AC5TC-Recomp on difficult instances while using Q-validity. However, on easier instances, the cost of its trailable nextTr data-structure makes it slower than AC5TC-Recomp.
Conclusion
This paper proposed four different value-based, domain-consistency algorithms for table constraints, all using the AC5 generic framework. The new propagators record, for every value of the variables, the index of its first current support in the table. They also use, for each variable of a tuple, the index of the next tuple sharing the same value for this variable. They differ in their use of information on the validity of the tuples. AC5TC-Tr and AC5TC-Recomp are the two best value-based algorithms: AC5TC-Recomp does not maintain any validity information and recomputes it on demand and AC5TC-Tr embeds the Q-validity information into the indexing structure, avoiding unnecessary visits of invalid tuples and leading to an optimal algorithm with a time complexity of O(r·t+r·d) per table constraint. Our other algorithms have a time complexity of O(r 2 ·t+r ·d) per table constraint. Experimental results show that on, purely random tables, our algorithms do not compete with the state-of-the-art STR2+ and MDD c algorithms. On structured instances, our propagators outperform STR2+ and MDD c , with a speed up varying between 1.83 and 4.57. As future work, it would be interesting to extend AC5TC to handle negative tables through its disallowed tuples and to integrate the compressed representation of tuples introduced in [17] .
